Timbmet Plywood and Spacial Installations

Barclaycard British
Summer Time

Wisa® Spuce Plywood - lightweight and dimensionally stable

Project Brief

The Project

To design and build sets for the inaugural
Barclaycard British Summer Time that took place
in Hyde Park, London in July 2013.

Spacial Installations were tasked with creating
5 life size pre-fabricated buildings with intricate,
realist facades in the theme of Cuban bars.

Client

The Challenge

Spacial Installations

Each building had to be delivered to site and
operate as a real bar or restaurant throughout
the event. In addition they needed to be flexible
enough to store over winter and durable enough
to be reused for up to 5 years.

Product Solution
Wisa® Spruce Plywood

www.timbmet.com

Timbmet Plywood and Spacial Installations
The Timbmet Solution
Spacial Installations decided to use storage
containers as the core of the buildings. This
provided both a strong framework and a readymade interior space, and made them relatively
easy to transport. Spacial’s in-house design team
set to work designing the facades which would
be constructed using Plywood panels.
Wisa® Spruce Plywood was selected for its
lightweight and dimensional stability – it
machines well in the workshop and creates less
dust and chemicals than other Far Eastern panels.
Timbmet’s Wisa® Spruce Plywood is ideal for
structural and load bearing applications, it is
PEFC certified and held in stock in a range of
thicknesses from 9-24mm. The sheets were then
covered in a specially made flexible render and
painted to give the finished look.
Luke Carroll co-founder of Spacial Installations
also sights Timbmet’s consistent quality and
reliability “We use Timbmet because they can
guarantee the quality we need – clean, flat,
square boards - and they can be relied upon to
deliver the sizes and quantity we need when
we need it – their prices are good and they can
deliver as and when we need the stock.”
The results speak for themselves – and you can
see these amazing Cuban creations again this
summer in Hyde Park – and next year, and the
next, and the next!
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We use Timbmet because they can guarantee the
quality we need – clean, flat, square boards - and
they can be relied upon to deliver the sizes and
quantity we need when we need it.

”

Luke Carroll - Co-founder Spacial Installations
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Timber
Engineered Timber (TEC®)
Doors and Doorblanks
Melamine & Laminate Boards
Veneered Boards
Profiles and Mouldings
Manufacturing Services
Cladding and Shingles
Flooring
Decking
Fire Retardant Products
Marine Plywood
Plywood
MDF Products
Oriented Strand Board
Other Panel Products
Worktops

